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An explicit definition is given of a non-linear integral which is termed the Lie 
integral. This integral is defined for Lie algebra valued functions in terms of the 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
For certain finite dimensional algebras ,S it is clear that there exists a 
multiple-valued function A(X, Y) E& such that 
for all X, YE ~2. The Baker (1905)-Hausdorff (1906)-Campbell (1908) 
(BACH) formula [ 151 gives the power series expansion of the branch of 
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A(X, Y) about (0,O) with constant term equal to zero. It can be shown 
that, with BACH (X, Y) = B(X, Y), 
B(X, Y)=(X+ Y)+;cx, Yl+ ...) 
and it is an interesting problem to find effkient recursion formulas for the 
coefficients for this expansion [ 111. Its terms are homogeneous polynomials 
of increasing degree in Lie products of X and Y. It can also be shown that 
B(X, Y) converges in a neighborhood of (0,O) for all d, and that B(X, Y) 
fails to converge for all X, YE d in general. For example, in the case that 
& = so( 3), or more generally for finite dimensional compact matrix groups, 
one can define an associative product in the algebra to be given by 
x. Y=B(X, Y) 
under the assumption that B(X, Y) converges for all X, YE ,cr’. This 
product turns d into a non-compact Lie group whose Lie algebra is also 
,d, yielding a contradiction, since the universal covering group of the 
group of ,d is compact [2]. 
In this paper we will be concerned with a generalization of the BACH 
formula. Consider the differential equation 
dX 
z= Ms)X(s), a<sdb, 
where K and X are d-valued. Although the results hold more generally if 
d is finite dimensional, we shall assume that ,& is a finite dimensional 
matrix algebra. The solution of (I ) can be written in the form 
X(s)=e *(‘)X(a). (2) 
Several authors have considered the problem of finding formulas for the 
solution of (1) (see e.g. [l, 3-5,9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18,201). 
R. Feynman in [9] found a formal expression for the solution without 
proving its convergence. Later, Magnus in [ 131 obtained a well-known 
differential equition, called the Magnus equation, for the function H(s). 
The problem of calculating H(s) was also considered by Bialynicki-Birula, 
Mielnik, and Plebanski in [ 11. These authors note that they do not prove 
convergence of the expressions which they obtain. In 1976 Karasev and 
Mosolova in [12] obtained an expression for H(s) together with an 
estimate for its norm, basing their work on an important method 
developed by Maslov in [14]. 
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K. T. Chen in [3-51 has obtained interesting results concerning the func- 
tion H. His work was employed in [16] to obtain a formula, which, when 
specialized to finite dimensional algebras, converges everywhere. As already 
noted, the BACH formula cannot converge everywhere in general even in 
the matrix case. We have concentrated on the question of convergence of 
the series in Lie products of K of increasing degree for the function H(s). 
In order to expand H(s) in Lie products of K of increasing degree, we 
consider the system of equations 
dX 
ds = tK(s) X(s), a<s<h,O<t<l, (1)’ 
where we regard t as a parameter. The system then has a solution of the 
form 
X(t, s) = P’.“‘X(a). 
It is clear that H( 1, S) = H(s) and it is shown that 
H(t, 3) = c H,(s) f’, 
0 
converges, where the H, are the homogeneous terms. It is also shown that 
H(t, S) satisfies the new differential equation 
The discrete version of this equation is used to obtain norm estimates and 
to prove convergence of the series for H(s). It may be contrasted with 
Magnus’ equation 
dffb) adHcs, 
-=,-ad,,,,,- 1 K(s) ds 
from which norm estimates and convergence do not appear to follow easily. 
An explicit formula is found for H(s) and it is used to define a new 
integral, the Lie integral 
H(s) = L j-’ K(u) du. 
a 
(3) 
The definition of the Lie integral (3) is based on a formula for N 
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arguments. This formula gives an expression for the matrix 
B,(X,, X2, . . . . X,) such that 
for matrices X,, X2, . . . . X,V. The Lie integral of an arbitrary function F 
defined on an interval [a, b] is defined in two steps. The integral is first 
defined for step functions, and then it is shown that the integrals of 
approximating step functions converge in the case that F(t) is a Riemann 
integrable function. The Lie integral (3) is only defined for h - a sufficiently 
small, and the allowed size of the interval of definition depends on the 
norm of F-the smaller F, the larger the interval. 
Suppose first that F(s) =C;t:A F,$,(s), where tik is the characteristic 
function of the interval [a,, ak + , ), a = a, -=c a, < . . < a, = h. Then the Lie 
integral (3) is defined to be 
B,,(F,,-, A,-,, . . ..FoA.), (5) 
where A, = (ok + 1 - a,), k = 0, . . . . n - 1. If F is Riemann integrable, then the 
Lie integral (3) is defined as the limit of expressions of the form (6). The 
main part of the paper is devoted to calculating explicit formulas for the 
evaluation of this integral. 
We note that two of Lie’s theorems, that 
lim (e X2!2neX1,2tI)n = e(.YI +x2)/2 
n-x (6) 
and that 
may be regarded as weak convergence results of the Lie integral. For (7) 
define F,(s), SE [0, 11, by dividing [0, I] into 2n consecutive subintervals 
of equal length, and then setting F,,(s) equal to A’, and X, alternately on 
each subinterval, starting with the first one. Real valued functionsf, corre- 
sponding to the functions F,, would converge weakly to the constant equal 
to the average of the two values and thus (7) may be viewed as a special 
case of a more general result, that if F,, converges to F in a suitable sense, 
then L f; F,(s) ds -+ L JA F(s) ds. 
For (7), define G,(s), s E [0, 11, by first dividing the interval [0, 11 into 
n2 consecutive subintervals of equal length, Zk, k = 1, . . . . n2, then dividing 
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each of these intervals Ik into four consecutive intervals of equal length, 
Z, = Zk, 1 + Zk,2 + Ik, 3 + Zk,4. Finally, set 
Gnb) = 
i 
4nX2, SEIk.2, 
_ 4nX 
23 SElk.3, 
-4nX,, SEZ,,. 
(8) 
Real valued functions g,(s) corresponding to the functions G,(s) have 
the property that SA g,(s) d s+O. The problem of convergence is more 
delicate for Lie integrals, since 
L I ’ G,(s) ds --$ LX,, X,]. 0 
(9) 
The Lie integral may be regarded as the logarithm of the product 
integral discussed by Browder, Dollard, Friedman, and Masani in [8]. The 
method of this paper may be used to obtain similar results in the case that 
the parameter t is replaced by a function cp(t, s) in the system of equations 
(1)‘. 
2. NOTATION 
1. The formal series B,(X,, . . . . X,)= C;F=, cr(X,, . . . . X,), where 
c;o-, , ..., X,), is the homogeneous polynomial of degree n in Xl, . . . . X, 
such that the formal identity holds: 
,x1 . . . exN = eBN(X1 ,..... Y.Nl 
2. The function rjN( t), which is analytic jn a neighborhood of 0, is 
defined as 
3. The function T,(t), which is analytic everywhere, is defined as 
TN(t)=e-‘““...e-‘X2X,e’X2...e’X~+ .._ +e-‘X~x,-lelX~+x,, 
and for 2<i<N, 
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so that 
4. The Lie integral or curve functional is defined by 
L 
J 
bK(s)ds= t H,,(K(s),absdb), and 
0 I, = I 
H[ t] = L j’ K(s) ds, 
” 
H(r)=L j” tK(s) ds. 
s = II 
5. THEOREM 1. The main recursion formulas 
L j’ K(s) ds = H,(a, b) + H,(a, b) + . . . , 
cl 
where 
H,(a, b) = j” K(s) ds, 
0 
andfor nb 1, with T,== H,, 
(n+l)H,+,=T,,+ i 
r=l i 
; [H,, Tn-,I 
+ 1 k, CH,,, C-3 [H,:p’ T,-,I ... 1 
pa1 
m;. 
Zpcsr n*, + mz/, =r 
where k, (2~) ! are Bernoulli’s numbers and where for k > 1, 
k! T,= T:‘(O)=; T,(O)=;II~ $ TN(t) . 
I=0 
6. Formulas for calculating {T,} are 
TJtl= T/c= ju;Tu [ --[KW, i:‘=<, K(u,)], . . . . 
juk-’ K(uk) , juk K(u,+,) du,,, du,...du,, 
Uk = u 1 w+l=fJ 1
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or equivalently 
7. Tk[f] = T,= 
s s 
‘.. c ... [mu,), K(U2)1, ... 
r>u,> ,.. >uii+,>lJ 
. . ..K(u.-.)l,K(u,)l,K(u,+,)ldu,+, ...du,. 
3. A FORMULA FOR THE LOGARITHM FUNCTIONAL OF e"'...ex". 
The Differential Equatiota of en/ 
Let G be a Lie group, L its algebra, and let L have a norm, denoted by 
1.1. If X,, . ..) X, E L and are sufficiently close to 0 EL, then there is a 
unique analytic function b,(X,, . . . . X,) E L with b,(O, . . . . 0) = 0 such that 
exl . ..e XN = eb,v(Xl . . XA I (10) 
DEFINITION 1. The function 6,: L x ... x L + L is called the logarithm 
functional. N 
Consider the formal expansion 
BN(X, 5 ..., XN) = f c;w, 2 . ..1 X,). (11) 
?I=0 
The coefficients cr(X,, . . . . X,,,) are homogeneous polynomials of degree n 
in the variables Xi, . . . . X,, and are formally determined by ( 11) when 
the infinite series of (12) is substituted in place of b, in Eq. (11). It is 
more convenient to put tiN(t)= b,(tX,, . . . . rX,) and then define 
c,” 0-1 , ..., X,)=(1/n!)(d”/dt”)(ll/,(t))~,=, and that is the approach we 
shall take. We then prove in Theorem 4 that the coefficients cF(Xi, . . . . X,) 
are homogeneous of degree n. We use the symbol B, for the expansion and 
b, for the function as it is not at all clear that B, converges, or whether 
if it does converge it converges to b,. The case N= 2 is treated in [22 3. It 
is shown that B2 converges to 6, sufficiently close to 0 x 0, 0 E L. Recursion 
formulas for cf are given from which it follows, for example, that 
c:cLm=&+&, 
&f, 3 X2) = 4 [Xl 1 x,1, (12) 
c:~-G,~,)=~c(~,--x,)~ CX,7~211. 
We outline first a simple argument which shows that B, (X,, . . . . X,) does 
in fact converge to b,(X,, . . . . X,) for X,, . . . . X, sufficiently close to 0, and 
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then turn to the principal task of this section. This principal task is to find 
the recursion formulas for cf(X,, . . . . A’,). These formulas are useful in 
computing B, (X,, . . . . X,) and in determining its properties. 
Recall that the exponential mapping is analytic and its inverse is locally 
analytic and thus there is a neighborhood U c L of 0 such that the map- 
ping 6,: U x . . x Ii (N times) + L is analytic for X,, . . . . X, E U and 
b,(O, . . . . O)=O. It follows from these remarks that for each 6 >O there is a 
VC U such that the function &u,, . . . . ~,~)=b,~(u,X,, . . . . u,,,X,~) is an 
analytic function of R” if Iul + . f . + ZI,~I d ( 1 + 6 ) fi and A’,, . . . . X,V E V. 
The function $(t) = $,(t, X,, . . . . A’,&,) = &t, . . . . t) is analytic for ItI 6 1 + 6, 
and 
(13) 
Thus 
l)(t)= i cy (14) 
,, = 0 
and the expansion converges absolutely for I tl < I + (b/2). Since 
b, (x, , . . . . A’,) = #N( 1, X, , . . . . X,), the problem of the convergence of B, 
to b, is reduced to the problem of showing that the expansion of cl/(t) 
converges for t = 1, and that expansion has been shown to converge. 
Thus B, = b, for A’,, . . . . X, sufficiently small. 
DEFINITION 2. The linear operator ad,Y: L + L is defined by 
ad.d Y) = IX Yl. (15) 
The representation X + ad, is called the adjoint representation. 
If XE L is an arbitrary element in L, then as exp: L + G, the differential 
(dexp),.: T,yL -+ TKG, g=e? 
The tangent space T,L can be naturally identified with the Lie algebra L 
and we may therefore consider (d exp),. as a mapping from L to T,G, i.e. 
(dexp),Y: L+ T,G. 
It is shown in [lS] (and as matrix multiplication corresponds to 
composition, see also Theorem 5.1 of [8]) that 
e Xo(dexp)v=r?l(ad,Y), (16) 
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where 
m(ad,Y)= c ~ a z (-‘I” ( dx)“. 
,,=o (a+ l)! 
It is also shown in [lS] that 
(m(ad,Y))F’ = k(ad,Y) + 4 adx, 
where 
k(ad,)= 1 + f k,P(ad,Y)2p 
p=l 
and where k, ’ (2~) ! = b, are the well-known Bernoulli numbers. 
We now return to the function c$(u,, . . . . u,) and define 
44 ld,, ui+ 1, . . . . u,), so that 
(+x1.. e uh~N=e~.v,t~u,.u,+I >.... UN) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
dN,i= 
These functions are analytic in a neighborhood if 0 E RN- if ‘, and one may 
therefore take their partial derivatives. We prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. The following equations are valid in the domain of analyticity 
ef the functions for 1 d id N: 
a4N 1 z= k(ad~N,,)(e~““,‘+lXie~N.l+‘) 
I 
(20) 
Remark. Since dN,,, ~$~.~+i EL, all expressions are well defined as 
LZXK’ E L if a E G and XE L, where UXC ’ i’s defined in terms of the 
product of the corresponding matrices. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Write dN,, = 4. We have 
so that 
eu,X~ . . eW.Yr = e’d(u~.-..,W) EG 9 
(21) 
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The right side of (21) is equal to 
(dexp,) 7&&u,, . . . . u,), 
I 
where 4 E L. The left side of (21) is equal to 
Note that Xie”f.G = eUJ.‘l. A’,, because the matrices Xi and u,X, commute 
as the parameter 14, is a scalar. Substituting these expressions into (21). we 
obtain 
euI x1 . ..eu~-l.~,-leuJ, .x, .e”‘+lX’+l , .e”“.Y\ 
= (dexp& f &u,, . . . . uN). (22) 
I 
Multiplying (22) by e-$ E G on the left, where e-d = (eUl,‘I . eU,‘.Y.v) r = 
e - u.v x2 . ..e U’.Y’, we obtain 
From (19) we have (e-b(dexp+)))’ = k(ad,) + 1 ad,, so that 
k(ad,)+fad, (e~~,~.l+lX,e”*.l+l)=~m(a,, . . . . uh,.), 
’ I 
Since &u,, . . . . uN) = dN,,(ulr . . . . tdN), we obtain (20) and the proof is 
finished. 
LEMMA 2. Define t+b(t, X,, . . . . x~)=$.~(f, Xl, . . . . X,)=4,,,(t, . . . . f) (i.e., 
u,= . . . =UN=t). 
Then 
&iv(f) 7={k(ad,,.,) (i, e~“‘.f+l.X,.r~‘~.l+‘)} 
(24) 
where u, = ... = uN = t. 
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Proof of Lemma 2. It follows from the definition of i//,,,(t) that 
Formula (20) of Lemma 1 then yields (24). 
Lemma 2 can be formulated in a slightly different way. Consider the new 
L-valued function 
TN(t)= TN(t, XI, ...> xN) 
=;:I .ccrxN...e-rx~+I .Xi.efX’+l . ..erxN 
=e -IXlv,. . e -fX2 X, erx2 . . . erxN 
+ ... +e-‘XNXN-,erXN+XN, (25) 
where we formally set X,, , = 0. The function TN(t) is an analytic function 
of t and Xi, . . . . X,. 
LEMMA 2’. Let Ng2 and TN(t, X,, . . . . .X,), tiN(t,Xl, . . . . X,) be the 
functions described above. Then the function $N satisfies the following 
differential equation in a neighborhood of the origin: 
(26) 
Proof immediately follows from (24) of Lemma 2, since q5N,l(t, . . . . t) = 
$Ntt, x,, ...T xN). 
4. A RECURSION FORMULA FOR THE COEFFICIENTS c,” (X, , . . . . X,) 
The function 
TN(f)=e~‘XN...e~‘x2X1efx2...efXN+ . . . +~~‘X.VX,_~~~XN+X~ 
defined in (25) is very important for all the investigations which follow. Its 
values in a neighborhood of zero determine the coefficients c,N(X,, . . . . X,) 
and clearly 
c;Y(X,, . . . . XN)= TN(O)=X, + ... +X,. (27) 
Consider expansion (10) again: t+bN(tr X,, . . . . X,) = C,“=, tnc:(X,, . . . . X,). 
The coefficients cr(X,, . . . . X,) do not depend on t. Because tjN(0) = 0 (see 
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the definition of tiN), c,N(X,, .,., X,) = 0 for all N and arbitrary Xi, . . . . X,, 
and therefore the expansion can be written tiN( t) = I;:, t”c,N(X,, . . . . X,). 
Remark. We write X = (X, , . . . . X,) for simplicity and omit both X and 
X,,,) when the context makes it possible. Recall that the expansion 
I t”c,” converges in a neighborhood of the origin. As noted earlier, the 
pr”oblem is to find expressions for c,:(X), and then to show that 
C,“= 1 c,“(X) converges to $,V(l,X) for X=(X ,,..., X,V)~Lx ... XL 
sufficiently small. Y 
THEOREM 2. A recursionfornzulafor the cwficients c:(X) is as follows. 
Let X, , . . . . X, be arbitrary elements in L(i.e., not necessarily small). Define 
where eN (t) = B, (tX, , . . . . tX,). Then the coefficients c,” uniquely satisjj the 
recursion relations in terms of T$‘(O) E L, valid for n 2 0, 
T;-“(O)] 
+ c 4, 1 Cc,“,, [..., [c”N+, T;-“(W-.1 , 
p2l m,>o 1 
2p < r m,+ .. +nQ=r 
(28) 
so that if n = 0, 
c;y= T,JO)=X, + ... +X,. (29) 
Remark. After this theorem is proved, the main task which remains is 
to find simple formulas for Tk,(O) so that Theorem 2 can be used to obtain 
useful information about the coefficients cr. If Eq. (28) is compared with 
the usual recursion formulas for the case N= 2 (see e.g. [ 151) one finds an 
additional complication in our case: the presence of the terms T:“(O). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Introduce the expansion 
% 
ICIN(f. m= c PC,“(X) 
into the basic differential equation (26) of Theorem 1. It follows that 
@At) 
- = C;” + 2tc” + . ’ + (n + 1 ) t”c,” + o( t”). 
dt 
(28)’ 
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From the analyticity of the ad representation we have 
ad,,(t) = t ad,.,; + t2 ad,; + . . + t” ad,.; + O(P). (29)’ 
From (29)’ we obtain (for 2p Gn): 
(ad~,.JZP = 1 fY 1 ad,;, ad,;, . . .ad,.;? + o(P). (30) 
m,>o 
_ _ 
Zp<q<n 
-P 
l<i<2p 
m,+ “. +FqJ=q 
Using (19) for k(ad,) we obtain 
@ad,,,,,) = 1 + c k2p(adti,,J2p + o(t”) 
pa1 
2.D < n 
=I+ 1 tY 1 k, 
l<q<t? pa1 
*P G 4 
X 
c 
m,>O 
ad,;, ad,N m2 
...ad~~;...adL~~~+O(f’). (31) 
In,+ ~~‘+rn&?=q 
Now we can substitute (28)‘, (29)‘, and (31) in the differential equation 
(26). 
A simple direct calculation yields 
f fYn+ 1) CnN,l(W 
fl=O 
= .,Eo t” {; CcW’L T, Cc WI + p$, k2p 
2p < n 
X c cc,“,m [I . . . . [c&W), T/d4 NJ-1 + T,(t, XI. m, > 0 I m,+ .., +m~p=” 
(32) 
As the coefficients of powers of t in the right side of Eq. (32) involve the 
function TN(t), they need not equal the constant coefficients of the corres- 
ponding powers of t on the left side. We may, however, consider derivatives 
(d”/dt”)j I=o of both sides of (32). Introduce the notation 
Qr(f) =; cc;“, TN1 
+Ck2p c cc,“,, C.-t cc2p’ TNl...l (33) 
pa1 M, > 0 2p < ,, ml+ .., +m*),=r 
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for r>l and 
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Q,(f) = TN(f) for v=O. 
Then (32) can be rewritten as 
f t’(n + 1) cr”I,, = $ t’Q,(t). 
r=l r= I 
(34) 
(32)’ 
We also have 
where Cz=n!/(n-a)! x!. Applying (d”/dt”)l,=, to both sides of (32)’ then 
yields 
(n+ l)! c,N+,= i Cyr! (Q,(I));‘~-~‘, 
t-=0 r=O 
and since 
C”r! 1 -L-- =--- 
n! (n-r)! 
this last equation can be rewritten as 
(35) 
Next we calculate Q ~P”l,zo. Using (33), it easily follows that 
Qy-rl,,-,=; Cc,“. 7y”(O)] 
+Ck3 c cc,“,, [...[c&, z-‘,“-“(O)l...l (36) 
p2l “I, > 0 
Zp<n m,+ ... +nQ,=r 
for all r 3 1 and 
Qb”--“‘l,=o= Tj;““(o) for r=O. 
Substituting (36) into (35) yields (28), and the theorem is proved. 
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In order to make Theorem 2 useful it is necessary to give explicit 
formulas for T:‘(O). These formulas will be proved in the next section, 
and have the following form. 
For k 3 0, 
where, as X, does not depend on t, Xc’ = 0 if k > 0 and X$’ = X,. Note 
that 
T’,o’(O) = T,(O) = x, + x2 + ‘. + x,. 
Convergence of B, 
It has been indicated that B,(X, , . . . . X,) = C,“=, cr(X,, . . . . X,) con- 
verges to b,(X,, . . . . X,) if Xi, . . . . X, are in a certain neighborhood V of 
0 EL. We actually need a stronger result, that the convergence is uniform 
with respect to N provided that the norms of Xi, . . . . X, are required to 
decrease in proportion to (l/N). A more precise statement is given below. 
Recall that the Lie algebra L has a norm 1.1. Let M>, 1 be such that 
1 [X, Y]l < MIXI I YI. It is well known that such a number M always exists 
[19], and in the case of a matrix algebra this number M can be calculated 
directly, but we do not need the precise value of M. For an arbitary 
X=(X,, . . . . X,), X,EL, denote by (Xl the sum 1x1 =Cy=, (X,1. 
LEMMA 3 (Estimation of T$‘(O)). Let T,(t, X), X= (X,, . . . . X,) be the 
function defined by (25) where X is arbitrary. Then for k > 1 
ITck'(0)l <L(MIXl)k+l N ‘M 
and 
1 
I T’o’(O)l = I TN(O)1 G- (MI-V 1 N M ’ 
so that for all k > 0, 
IT$‘(O)l <&Xl)‘+‘. 
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Remark. The inequality which we use is the last inequality, valid for 
k > 0. 
As the proof of Lemma 3 is quite complicated it is broken up into three 
parts, Lemmas 4, 5, and 6. We note, however, that the case k = 0 is quite 
simple. What is needed is that IT,(O)] <NIXI. From (25) it follows 
that T,V(0)=X, + ... + X,b and thus /r,V(0)l < IX,1 + . . + (X,/ <NIX/. 
Before stating Lemmas 4 and 5, write the function T,w( t, X) in the form 
T,(t, m= f:&f, X,)f t,..Jt, X,) 
+ “. +t,~,,~(t.XN-,I)+t~,N+,(f,XN), (37) 
where the functions IN,,, 2 < i < N are defined as by 
f,,>(f, a) =e-r.vv., .,-,.u,,p,. ,rXv 
tN.3(f, a) = e -~ fS\ . . e r.Caer.Y? . erXz 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
t,v,, ( t ,  a) = e m-rS\ e ‘“‘ae’.‘.J .  .  elxt 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
t,, N (1, a) = e p’.‘.bae’“,\, 
t.w.N+ ,(t, a) = a, 
and for all N, so that tN,,,,+ ,(t. X,,,) = X,. We have thus 
T/v7z,X)= i fN.,(f,X,- ,1+x, 
j-2 
and 
(38) 
(39) 
LEMMA 4. The following equality is valid for 2 < i < N and k > 0: 
t$,‘,(t, u)=e-‘x,v i Cz ady>:.(tEL ,,i(t, a)) e’,\“‘. 
> 
(40) 
z=o 
To prove Lemma 4 we need the following result. 
LEMMA 5. Consider the L-valued smooth function f(t) = e- ‘.“yg( t) erXN, 
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where g(t) is an arbitrary smooth L-valued function of the real variable r. 
Then 
where 
for any constant XE L. 
Proof of Lemma 5. Because f = e-‘XNge’“,V, then .f’ = (-A’,) 
e ~ rxNgetxN +e-‘.u”g’e’XN+e~‘X.~gX,e’“” = e-wy -x,g+g’+gx,) elXN= 
e p’xN((d/dt+ ad-,,) g) e’.uN. Here -XNg+ gX, = - [X,, g] =ad-,,,&!g), 
since X, . erXN = erxjv A’,. We see that the first derivative f ‘ of the Initial 
function f again has the form e-‘X”g,e’X,‘, where g, = (d/dt + ad-,,) g. 
This means that we can put f’ = f, = e -‘X”gl efXK and repeat the preceding 
calculation to obtain f; = e-‘,‘*((d/dt + ad -X,V) gi) erxS, i.e., S” = 
e ~ ‘““( (d/dt + ad _ X,S,)’ g) e’,Y,V. Iterating the process clearly yields Lemma 5. 
Remark. Because X, is a fixed and constant element in the Lie algebra, 
the two operators d/dr and ad PX,V commute. Indeed, ((d/dt) 0 ad P.u,V) q(t) = 
[-A’,, q(t)]‘= C-X,, q’(r)] = (ad_,,Wod/dt) q(t) for an arbitrary smooth 
function q(t), This justifies the use of the usual binomial formula for the 
polynomial (d/dt + ad P,Y,+)k = C”; = o C/; ad\;<,(d”/dt”). 
Proof of Lemma 4. Letting f(t) = t,,,(f, a) = e-‘.” ... eC’.” a . 
e rx; ... er.Y,v = e-~“>v(e-rxv-I ,.. e-‘X, a. e’X’ ,,. e’x,Y-l) erx* = ,-r.v,. 
t Np ,.i(t, a) .e’,Y,V, we can put g(t)= I, Jr, a) to obtain that ,f(t)= 
e P’XNg( t) er.YN. Lemma 5 then implies 
and the binomial formula (see preceding remark) then yields (40) and 
Lemma 4 is proved. 
LEMMA 6. For all k 3 0 and 1 d i < N we have 
It~,~(O, a)1 6Mklal(lXi( + ... + lX,Ok, (41)’ 
where the functions t,.i(t, a) are defined by (38). 
Proof of Lemma 6. We use induction with respect to N, with i and k 
arbitrary but within the restrictions listed above. 
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(a) We first prove the statement for i = N 3 1, and all k 2 0 
(only needed for N = 1 in the initial induction step). We have 
tNi(t, a)= ti,i(t, ~)=e-‘.~~.u.e’~J, and so 
Nb(MIXI)o+‘, 
Iri.;(O, a)/ = (al 6 1x1 = (l/M) 
i.e., the estimate is valid for k = 0. Consider an arbitrary 
k 3 0. Lemma 4 implies that t:..t’(t, a) = epfXt((d/dt + adm,V,)” 
ti- 1.i (t, a))e’.~‘=e-‘.~‘((d/dt+ad mX,)ku)e’X1 because ti-l,i(u)=u as we 
can see from (38), and as UEL is a constant, ti,:‘(t, a) = 
e- “(ad/‘,,-r(u)) e’X’, and thus jt$‘(O, a)1 = jadtX,(u)( <MkIXilk IuI. Thus 
the statement of the lemma is proved for all k 3 0 and i = N 3 1. 
Remark. If the norm I .I of the Lie algebra L is invariant under the 
adjoint action of Lie group G, i.e., (XJ = IgXg- ‘1 for all Xc L and g E G, 
then it follows from the preceding calculations that a stronger estimate is 
valid: Iti.:‘(t, a)[ dM”IX,I” luj. k30, i= N> 1, for all t (not only for t =O). 
If L c GL(m, IR) one may assume that the norm I I is invariant under the 
adjoint action of G. 
(b) Using induction, let us suppose that (41)’ is valid for all k 3 0 
and l<idN-1. Weneedtoprove(41)‘forallk>Oand l<i<N. 
We have from Lemma 4 that It’,,:(O,u)l ~C~=,C~lad”,~,(t~!,,,(O,u))( 6 
c~=,c~.M”-“.(X,J~-‘“.lt~‘_,; (0, a)/ < (using the induction hypothesis 
for i d N- 1) d It=, Ct. iVP”IX,I“-” (al M”(IXil + ... + IX,I)k = 
/al Zt4“( IX,/ + . . + IX,,,] )“, and thus we have proved (41)’ for all k 3 0 and 
i d N - 1. The case i = N has already been established in part (a). This proves 
Lemma 6. 
Remark. Again in the case when the norm 1. I is invariant under 
the adjoint action of G, we have actually shown that I t$,‘,(t, a)1 d 
Ial Mk( IX,1 + . . + (X,1 )” for arbitrary t in the domain of analyticity. 
Proof of Lemma 3. We use induction with respect to k with N an 
arbitrary fixed number. 
(a) k=O. Then ITN(0)I = lC,“=2 fN.r(O,X,m.,)+XNl = IX,“_, Xii. 
(b) Consider the case of arbitrary k3 1. Then ITc'(O)l = 
ICiN,2 t$.i(O, X,-,)1 <C,“=, It$,‘,(O, X,-,)1 <(using Lemma6 and (41)‘)~ 
~;h/_~MklXj-~l(lX~l+ .” +IX,I)k d M”~r/_~IX,-~I(IXiI+ “‘+lXNl)k 
Mk(lXZl + ... + plJk (IX,/ + .‘. + I‘Ym,l) d M”(JX,I + ..- + JXJy+ 
and thus Lemma 3 is proved. 
We have noted that in the case of an invariant norm, we can obtain the 
estimate not only for T:‘(O), but even for T$)(t). In fact, the following 
statement is valid. 
LEMMA 3* (Estimate of T$‘(t)). Let TN(tr A’,, . . . . A’,,,) be defined by 
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(25) where X1, . . . . X, E L, and L has an adjoint invariant norm. Then for 
each t in the interval of analyticity of T, we have 
lT’,k’U, WI cj-$MIX,)*+‘. kal 
and 
The proof of Lemma 3* is similar to that of Lemma 3, with modifica- 
tions suggested by the remarks following Lemmas 4, 5, and 6. 
We are now prepared to prove the main theorem of this section, the 
uniform convergence of B, for certain X1, . . . . X,. 
THEOREM 3. There exists 6 > 0 such that if (X,1 + ... + (X,1 < 6, then 
B,(X,, . . . . X,) converges absolutely untformly in N, and converges to 
b, W, , . . . . X,). Furthermore the function 
B,v(Xl, . . . . X,1= f, (‘(X,, . . . . X,) 
fl=l 
defines an analytic mapping from UC L x . . . x L (N times), where 
u= {(X,, . . . . X,): IX,1 + ... + IX,/ <6), 
into L, and the identity 
e.‘I . . . e XN = e&v(xl,...,xNl 
is valid for all X,, . . . . X, E U. 
The proof of Theorem 3 will be divided into two lemmas, Lemmas 7 and 
8. We first introduce a certain scalar differential equation whose solution is 
very closely connected with the L-valued function rjN( t, X). 
The Main Differential Equation 
Let q(z) be a complex function of a complex variable z E C, defined by 
q(z)= 1 + f Ik2,1 zzp, 
p=l 
(42) 
where the k, are those of (16). This equation is a scalar version of 
(16), which was used in the calculation of the differential of the operator 
inverse to ePX 0 (d exp,). Consider also the associated function 
k(z) = 1 + C,"=, k,, -2p. Then by the Cauchy-Hadamard formula we have 
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that the radius of convergence of the expansion 1 +x,X=, k,,,?’ for the 
function k(z) is the same as the radius of convergence of the expansion for 
q(z). Because k(z) = l/( 1 - eP’) - (z/2) ( see [ 15]), the singularities of the 
function k(z) closest to zero are the points f27ci. Therefore, the radius of 
convergence of the expansions 1 + I;-=, k,,z2” and 1 + CF= I Ik,J zzP is 
equal to 2~. 
Consider the differential equation 
dh(z) 
-=e= q(h)+; 
dz i > 
(43 1 
According to the general theory of differential equations, there is a positive 
number 6, where 6 < 2n, such that the equation (43) has an analytic solu- 
tion k(z) in the disk (1~1 ~6) for which h(O)=O. Let us fix this number 6. 
We next investigate the properties of the solution h(z) of (43). Let 
h = h(z) be the analytic function on the disk (~1 < 6 that solves Cauchy’s 
problem with h(0) =0 for (43). Consider the expansion (1~1 ~6) 
h(z)= f /I?,$, (44) 
,,= I 
where p0 = 0 because /z(O) = 0. 
LEMMA 7. The coefficients p,, of, the fknction h(z) sati& the recursion 
.formulas 
fp,+ 1 lk,l c pm, ...Pmp 
> 
(45 1 
pa1 m,>O 
2p G r In,+ ... +nq=r 
-for n 3 1, and p, = 1. It then follows that p,, > 0 for all n 3 1. 
Remark. The recursion formulas can be written formally as 
(n+l)p,+,= i 1 
rco (n-r)! 
where l/n! is the factor corresponding to r = 0. 
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Remark. Compare the formulas of (45) with the formulas of (28). It is 
remarkable and surprising that these formulas are very similar. This is the 
reason that the coefficients p, have a pivotal role in the definition of the 
logarithm functional. 
Proof of Lemma 7. We will use in part arguments from the proof of 
Theorem 2. Consider the expansion q(h) $ h/2 = C,“= O d,Y. 
Let us calculate the coefficients d,. Because q(h)= 1 + C,“=, (k+j hIP 
(where k,(2p)! are Bernoulli’s numbers) and h =CFzl lo,,?, then, using 
the method of calculation which was used in the proof of Theorem 2, we 
obtain the system of equations 
4=&+ 1 Ik,,l c ~rn;..~rnz,, (46) 
pz 1 m,>o 
Zp<, ml,+ ... +,qp=r 
for all r > 1 and d,, = 1. Now consider Eq. (43) and substitute in this 
equation relations (44) and (46). We obtain 
f (n+ l)pn+,.Y= 
n=O 
I +,+;+ ... +;+ --)(!ohz’). 
It is clear that the coefficient of zn in the right side of this equation is 
equal to C:=, (l/(n -r)!) d,, i.e., zn ((n+l)~~+~)=~~C:=~(ll(n-r)!)d,. 
From this equation we obtain (45) and Lemma 7 is proved. 
Let us note an important property of the coefficients P,,: the expansion 
C,“= 1 pnlzln converges for all z such that (~1 < 6 (see above). 
LEMMA 8 (Estimate for the coefficients cf). Consider the coefficients cf 
of B, (which satisfy formulas (28) and (29) for n > 1). The following 
inequalities hold for all n > 1: 
(47) 
for arbitrary X,, . . . . X,,, E L. 
Proof of Lemma 8. We use induction with respect to n. 
(a) n= 1. Then we have 
N N 
cr(xl 3 “‘5 xN) = C xi and I4 G c P-i1 = WI. 
,=I ,=I 
(b) Let us assume that (47) is proved for all c:, where s= 1,2, . . . . n. 
Consider c:+ , Then 
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X c cc;,, [ . ..) [C&' T;-"(o)]...]] 
m,>o II 
m, + + Imp = r 
52+ 1 r=o(n-Y)! 
LiL 
{ 
&;I IT;-"(o)/ + c lk2,1 
2 PZl 
2p < r 
X c @IW” @)I ICJ ‘.. IKpl m,>o m, + + mg = r 
and using induction, Lemma 3, Lemma 7, and (47) 
d LE’- l (MIXI)“-‘+’ 
n+lr=,(n-r)!M 
X c M2PM -2qMIJq)m'+ ... +mQ pm,. . pmzp 
m,>O 
In,+ ... +mQ=r 
andsince m,+ . . . +m,,=r, 
Jmw” n 1 
c- M(n+l) r=o(n-r)! 
;p,+ c W2,l 1 Prn,...Prn>,, 
P>l m,>o 
2p < r m, + ... +m@=’ 
and using 45, 
and thus Lemma 8 is proved. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. Consider the expansion 
Then 
<; f Pn(MIJ4)” (using Lemma 8) 
PI=1 
=b f pnlZOln for Ii01 = M/XI. 
n=l 
We know that C,“=*, pnlzln converges if IzI ~6. Since I,“=, pnlzOln 
converges for MIXI <b, this implies absolute uniform convergence if 
and the first part of the theorem is proved with 6 = (6/M). 
Note that eBN is analytic where B, is analytic, and eX’ . ..exN is analytic 
everywhere. Since as already noted, eBN = exl . . . exN in a neighborhood of 
(Ox ... x 0), this implies that 
eBN = exl . . . eXN 
in the domain of analyticity of B,. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Remark. Theorem 3 is used in proving the continuous form of the 
logarithm functional. 
THEOREM 4. For X,, . . . . X, E L arbitrary and real p, 
c:(px,, . . . . G-N) = P”CnNV, 3 . ..> X/v). 
Proof of Theorem 4. The proof is obtained using induction on n. 
(a) For n = 1, cF(pXr, . . . . PA’,) = PA’, + . . . + @‘, = pcy(X,, . . . . X,). 
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(b) By induction and by the recursion formulas of (28) it follows that 
(n+ Uc,“+,W) 
x Cc,“,(‘u, c..., cc:,m T’,“-W3 @41...1 
Theorem 4 will thus be proved if we show that Tg- “(0, pX) = 
,r - r . TEp”(0, X), or what is the same thing, that T$‘(O, pLx) = 
E^.T$‘(O,X) for all k>O. For k=O we have T$‘(O,pLX)=TN(O,pX)= 
PX, + ... +&Y,= ,uTjvo’(O, X). Consider the case k 3 1. From (39) we 
obtain T’,‘(O, ,uLx) = C;“= z t$,i (0, PA’, _ 1 ). The problem is thus reduced to 
the following statement: 
t’k’.(O p) = pktCk’ (0 a) N.r 9 N.r 7 for any a E L. 
From (40), (see Lemma4) we have 
t$(O, pa) = i Cc adk&($L ,,,(O, pa)) 
3=0 
(48 1 
(49) 
From this formula it follows that it is sufticient to prove that 
t:’ ,,,a pa) = DE!. ,,,(O, a). 
We prove this using induction on N. Recall that for each N, t,., satisfies 
(49) for 2~ i< N, and thus by the induction hypothesis we see that it is 
sufficient to prove 
t;,;.yo, pa) = py’(o, a) 
for i = 2 and i = N. From the proof of Lemma 6 we have 
ti,:‘(t, a) = e-‘XJ(ad”x,(a)) e’.‘d, and so 
ti,T’(O, w) = ad’x,,,(a) = p’ adY,Y,(a) = p”t!.y.‘(a). 
This calculation finishes the proof of Theorem 4. 
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5. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF c,". 
First we calculate the first few coefficients cf(X,, . . . . X,). Their exact 
expressions are useful in applications and also in understanding their 
algebraic structure. 
(1) The first term c;Y(X,, . . . . X,). From (29) we see that 
c;y(J-, 3 ..., X,)=T,(O)=X,+ ..’ +x,. 
(2) The second term cr(X,, . . . . X,). From the recursion formulas 
(28) we see that 
2c; = T;‘(o) + i[c;“, TN(O)] = T;‘(O), 
and therefore cr= $Tg’(O). Let us calculate r;)(O). Consider TN(t)= 
e -fh... -txz e 
T;;; 
fX2 . ..erXN+ IXN fX.V + x ~ fXN N- ltt) 
e fxN + x,. T’” = (;sin~e~l)~~lry~“rl~N-:(t): xN,Tel% + 
e p’xNTg) ,(t) etXN. Fzr t = 0 we have 
T;)(o) = [TN- I(o), x,] + T;! ,(o) 
N-1 
= C [Xi, xN] + T!$L l(O). (50) 
i=l 
LEMMA 9. The following formula is valid for all N: 
2c;= T;)(O) = 1 LX,> x,1. (51) 
I<i<j<N 
Proof of Lemma 9. We can use the recursion formula (50) and induc- 
tion. 
(a) For N=2 we have Tz(t)=e~‘X2X,e’x2fX2 and it is clear that 
T:“(O) = [A’, , X,]. 
(b) Consider the arbitrary case. Here we have T:‘(O) = Tz’ ,(O) + 
CEY’ LX,, X,1 =Z~sicj<N-~ [Xi, X,] + Cr=PI’ [Xi, XN] (from the 
induction hypothesis) = z, Gic jG N [IX,, X,]. Lemma 9 is proved. 
Thus we have 
l c$k-, , . ..( X,) = -j (52) 
l<r-cj<N 
(3) The third term cy(X,, . . . . X,). From the recursion formulas (28) 
we have 
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3c;= iT;‘(O)+ gc;“, T;‘(O)] + gc,“, T,(O)] +k#, [c;“, T,(O)]] 
= iT$‘(O)S- $[TJO), T;‘(O)] + $$T$‘(O), T,(O)] 
(using (52) and (29)) 
==~Tl,“(O)+~[T,(o), T$‘(O)]. 
Thus 
c:=; T$‘(o)+; x,+ ... +x,, 1 cx,, x,1 . 
I<lcj<N 1 (53) 
A direct calculation of the other cr is more difficult. Now it is interesting 
to compare our general formulas in the case N = 2 with the classical ones. 
We consider only the first three terms for simplicity. 
( 1) In the classical case c,( X, Y) = X + Y. Clearly our function 
cr=’ = X, + Xz and thus agrees with the classical c,. 
(2) In the classical case cz(X, Y) = i[X, Y]. It is clear from (51) that 
our function cr=’ is equal to 4 [X,, X1], i.e., agrees with the classical one. 
(3) In the classical case c3(X, Y)= h[X-- Y, [X, Y]]. In our case 
we have 
A direct calculation shows that Ti2’(0) = [[X,, X,], X,], so that 
which agrees with the classical expression. 
Using induction it is possible and not too difficult to show that our 
expansion B,(X, , X,) coincides with the classical one. We omit details. For 
example, 4(X,, X2)= -&Cx,, LX,, LX,, JfJll-~~~,, [X2, LX,, X2111. 
We next calculate the derivatives T:‘(O), as they appear in nearly all the 
basic recursion formulas. 
LEMMA 10 (A formula for T:‘(O)). The following formula is valid for 
k>O: 
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Here u,~~+~=O if i>Nand 
dk X(k)=-jy = 0, k>l 
N dtk N X,, k=O’ 
Ifk=O, 
rc,o)(o)= T,(o)=X, +x,+ “* +x, (54) 
Proof of Lemma 10. It follows from (37) that 
and for k> 1 
qy(O, X)= tggo, xl)+ ..’ + t$.)N(O, X,&,). 
Note that according to this notation Tg’(O, X)# T,(O, X), which is 
inconvenient, and so we write 
Pk’(O X)=t’k’(O x )+ ... +P) N 3 N.2 9 1 ( 0 x N.N 9 N-,)+XjVk’, 
which is valid for all k B 0. 
From (40) we have (2 < i 6 N) 
t$,)(O, X,- 1)~ 5 C’z adk;,lN(t$l I,r(O, Xi- I)), 
for all k 2 0. For k = 0 we have 
t$.‘i(O, Xi- 1) = Cg adY>i((tFL ,,i(O, Xi_ 1))= Xi_ ]. 
We can iterate the process and obtain 
k=ag 
t$,!.(O, Xi- 1) = 1 Ck, ad?;; f C;; ad?!~;:l(t~?Z,i(O, X,- 1)) 
%, =o ( az=O > 
and so on. Finally, we obtain 
ti,y.‘(t, X,- ,) = e-‘XL(ad”x,(Xi- 1)) erX1. 
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Thus ti,T’(O, Xi- ,) = ad:,,(A’- r) for all a 3 0. This implies that for k 3 0, 
N> i, 
Since T$‘(O) = Cr= z tc,:. + A’$’ we obtain (54) and Lemma 10 is proved. 
Remark. It is also possible to prove the estimate 
1 ~c,k’(o)l d (l/M)((N - 1) MIA’\ lk + ‘, kal 
given in Lemma 3 using (54) instead of the estimates (41)’ of Lemma 6. 
Those estimates are useful for other purposes as well, however. 
We rewrite (54) in a more compact form: 
k>O, where tlNPi+r = 0 if i,N, and for k=O 
Tiyo’(O)= TN(O)= -f x,. 
,=I 
Formulas (53) and (54) then give an exact expression for the coefficients 
c,“. The formula is quite complicated, but fortunately in the main applica- 
tion to the continuous case it can be written as the sum of two parts, one 
which has a simple geometric interpretation, and one which tends to zero. 
It is curious that if one returns to the discrete case from the continuous 
case, it is possible to give a geometric interpretation to both parts. We 
indicate how this can be done later. 
Formula (54) can be used in principle to compute T:‘(O) and thus c!J. 
The calculations turn out to be complicated, and as an exact expression for 
cy is needed later, we calculate it directly here. 
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First note that 
x,(X,- 1) t?,)(O)=2 c adPxPad 
Nap>y>i-1 
- 
+ 1 ad-, ad-.m(~i-l). 
N>M>i-1 
This formula may be obtained in the following way. tN,i(0) = Xi- 1 for N > i 
because tN,i(t) = e-fxsy ... ePrX’XiP ,P’ ... erxN. Also t,,(t) = e-‘X8Xi_ ,efX’ 
and t:,!‘(O) = adk,(XiP ,) (see Lemma 4), for k 3 0. 
(a) t~‘,‘,.,(O)=ad?,+, tii(0)+2ad-,+,t~!t(O)+t~~)(0) 
=adZ,+,(LJ 
+ 2 adL,+, ad-,(Xj~,)+adt,(Xi~,) 
=(ad2,+,+2ad_.+,ad~,+adZ,)(X,~,). 
(b) t)2:2,i(O)=ad2,~,+,ti+ t.,(O)+2 ad-x,+,ti:‘,,i(O)+ tl:‘,.,(O) 
=adZx,+,(Xi-,)+2 ad-,,+,(ad-,;+,tii(0)+ t:!‘(O)) 
+(ad~,,+,+2ad~x,+,ad-.,+ad~,Y,)(Xi-,) 
=(ad2,~~+,+ad2,+,+2ad-,,+,ad~,+adZ,)(Xj~,) 
+2ad-,,+,(ad~,+,X;-,+ad~,X;-,) 
=(ad2,+,+adl,~,+,+ad2,+2 ad,+,ad,,+, 
+2ad-,+, ad-,+2ad-,,+, adPx,)(Xi-,). 
Evidently this process can be iterated and finally we obtain 
t:.{.(O)=2 1 ad-xPad-xq(Xj-l) 
N>p>y>r-I 
+N,zip, aLmaL&L1). (54)’ 
Hence 
l-$‘(O)= ; tggo, 
i=2 
=2 1 ad-.ypad-xq(x,) 
Nap>y>j>l 
+ c ad-x,,,ad-x,,,(Xj), 
N2mzjal 
(54)” 
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and from (53) it follows that 
1 
cN=- F(O)+J- x, + 
36N 12 C 
.. +x,, 1 Cxi, x,l 
ICi-cjGN 1 
We summarize the results thus far. Let BN(X1, X,, ,.., X,) = 
c,“= 1 c,N(K > ...> A’,), where the coefficients cr are the homogeneous 
polynomials of degree n in X,, . . . . X, such that 
jormally, as the expansion need not converge for arbitrary X,, . . . . XNe L. 
Then consider $N(t) = C,“= I c,Nt”, which converges in a neighborhood of 
the origin. It is shown to satisfy the differential equation 
where TN(t)=C~zZe-‘X” ... eP’,6Y’X,-,e’X ... efKQ+A’, and where 
k(z) = 1 + C,“= 1 k,,z2p, k,,( 2p) ! = 6,, are Bernoulli’s numbers. 
Step 1. Consider the differential operator UC,,,.,.,,” of degree n with 
coefticients in L and which depends on the parameters a, E L defined by 
u a,....,a, =r:o(n-r):(rl+ 1) 
c (55) 
m, > 0 
2.Dsr WI,+ ... +fqp=r 
Note that this operator does not depend on N and includes all powers 
of d/dt less than or equal to n. This operator acts on L-valued functions of 
t, and produces L-valued functions of t. 
Step 2. Show that the coefficients satisfy the recursion formulas 
c ,;” = TN(O) 
c:+i+,= u,.r;...,‘qvLo~ r13 1. 
607’RR?-8 
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Step 3. Use the recursion formulas of Step 2 and the estimate 
\T’,k’(O)l d (l/M)(MJXI)k+‘, ka0, to obtain that 
where h(z) = C,“= r pnzn satisfies the differential equation 
and thus that the expansion converges uniformly in N if 
JX,J + ... + IX,\ <6/M, 6 the radius of convergence of h(z). 
6. THE LOGARITHM FUNCTIONAL AND THE DEFINITION OF THE INTEGRAL 
Recall that for simplicity we are considering the elements of L as being 
represented by finite dimensional matrices. Assume that y = {K(s), 
a f s < b} is a Riemann integrable curve in L in the sense that each matrix 
element has that property. This implies that 
s h K(s) ds = lim 2 K(si*) dsi (I N+= i=l 
for any partition P = {u = s0 < . . . < sN = b} of (a, b) whose mesh size 
tends to zero as N + co, where dsi = (si - si- r) and si- r <s,? < si. Assume 
as part of the Riemann integrability condition for the curve y that 
s b IK(s)( ds < co. cl 
The elements K(sr) ds,, . . . . K(s)!J) As, EL. Let X, = K(sz) As,, . . . . X, = 
K(sT) As,, noting that X1, . . . . X, is indexed in reverse order from 
K(s:) As:, . . . . K(sN) As,,,. The reason for the inverse order is that it is the 
order in which we want to consider the operators as acting, i.e., eK’“;’ “I 
first,/e ~4) ds2 second, etc., so that the product of interest is 
eK(s;)dsN . . . e K(.q)ds1 = e&vwl....‘XNl 
with X, = K(sg) As,, . . . . XN = K(s:) As,. According to Theorem 3, the 
infinite expansion denoted by BN(X, , . . . . X,) converges absolutely 
uniformly in N if JX, 1 + . . . + lXNl < 6, or what is the same thing, if 
Cy’= r IK(sF)j Asi< 6. This last condition holds for a sufficiently small 
partition if fi (K(s)\ ds < 6. 
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THEOREM 5. Assume that y = {K(s), a < s 6 h} is Riemann integrable, 
and that * 
s /a /K(s)/ ds<6=$. u 
Therl 
H(Y) = B, (7) = lim B,(X,, . . . . x,) .N - II 
exists, where Xi = K(sX- ;+ I ) As,. ,+ , . The Lie integral, denoted bl 
L jf: K(s) ds, is defined as H(y). 
Proof of Theorem 5. It has already been indicated that Theorem 3 
yields absolute uniform convergence of the series B,(X,, . . . . X,). Although 
the series converges absolutely uniformly, in order to prove that 
lim,, r B,(X,, . . . . X,V) exists, it is necessary to prove more, that the 
coefficients c,N(X,, . . . . X,) converge as N--f rx. 
Formula (28) yields 
=-$ ,)+ns TE)(O, X,, . . . . X,v) + i -!-- 
r=, (n-r)! 
lim c,“(X,, . . . . X,), lim 
N-cc 
T(Nn- “(0, X,, . . . . X,,,,) 
N- x 
+Ck, c 
P>l m,  > 0 
I,‘l_m_ cI,(X,, . . . . X,)1, 
2psr m,  + + I,l:p = r 
[ . [I lim c&(X,, . . . . X,), lim T’,” - “(0, .I’,, . . . . X,)] . . ] . 
N-X N- % 
In the next section, in Theorem 7, it is shown that 
lim T$‘(O) = T!:‘(O) 
N- x 
so that we can prove that lim,, r c,” exists using induction on n. It only 
remains to show that the limit exists for n = 1. In that case, however, 
(29) implies that lim,, o c;” = lim,, ~ TN(O, K, As,, . . . . K, As,) = 
lim N+ ,u I,“_ 1 K(sT) dsj = je K(s) ds, and Theorem 5 is proved, 
DEFINITION. The curve y, = {K(u), a < u < s f is the curve whose initial 
point is K(a) and whose final point is K(s). The curve ty,= {tK(u), 
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a 6 u < s) is the curve whose initial point is M(a) and whose final point is 
tK(b). 
Note that since 
jb ItK(s)l As< It1 j6 IK(s)I ds 0 (1 
all integral are such that Theorem 5 applies if (tl < 1. 
THEOREM 6. Let y = (K(s), a < s < 6) be any Riemann integrable curve 
such that fi IK(s)l ds < 6. Then lim,, ~ TN(t’) exists, and 
liF% T,,,(t) = T,(t, y) = J” e-H(‘yy’K(S) eHCtyr) ds. (58) 
u 
Proof of Theorem 6. Consider the function 
T,(t, X,, . . . . X,) = f ep*s, . e~‘X~+lXie’X~+~ . . e’.“R, 
i=l 
where we define X,, 1 =O, and Xi= K(s;-;+,) As,_,+ ,. We can write 
TN= 2 eBN-,( -rxw . . . . . - tx,+ I)-yeBN-,(rX,+ I,... t.U,v) 
i=l 
and as 
we have 
eBr-z(-fXN . . . . . -tx,+l)eBN-,(tx,+I ,.... tx,vj- - identity, 
B,- j( - tx,, . ..) -tXi+l)= -BN-i(tXi+I, . ..) tx,) 
and thus 
This implies that 
T,,r(fr K, As,, . . . . K, As,) 
B* 
=i5,e- 
,(fK, As L,.... lK,+, AS& -,) 
. K(s,) e EN-,(fKld.Sl,..., ~KN-,~SN-,), As-, I 
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We have from Theorem 5 that 
B,,,-i(tK, As,, . . . . tK,p, AsNpi) + H(ty,) (58)’ 
for a given s. It follows from Theorem 3 that the expansion for B,-i con- 
verges uniformly in t and S. The proof of Theorem 7 yields that the coef- 
ficients of B,- i converge uniformly in s and t, and thus the convergence in 
(58)’ is uniform in s and t. We therefore have that the following limit exists: 
The limit lim, _ a TN(t) is analytic because the functions TN(t) are and the 
convergence is uniform. This also implies that lim,, cD T:‘(t) = T’,k’(t). 
COROLLARY 1. 
(59) 
Proof: The proof of the first equality has already been given at the end 
of the proof of Theorem 6. The second equality follows from Theorem 6 by 
differentiation under the integral sign. That this is possible follows from 
uniform analyticity in t of the integrand. This uniform analyticity follows 
from the remarks at the end of the proof of Theorem 6. 
The limit lim,, ~ cr(K,, As,, . . . . K, Asl) will be denoted by c,“(K(s)) or 
by H,(K(s)). It has been shown to exist provided that st IK(s)j ds is 
sufficiently small, and further, that H(K(s)) = zzCO H,(K(s)) converges, 
under the same assumption. 
COROLLARY 2. Recursion formulas for H,: H, = sfCO K(s) ds andfor all 
n2 1: 
(n+ 1) H,,, =; Tz’(O)+ i r=, $-q[; CHr, ~~-“(O)l 
+Cb c CH,,, IL..., CH,n,, T:-r)(0)l ... . 
Pal m,>o 1 
2p G r m, + + mzp =r 
(60) 
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We now calculate T’,k’(O, y) for k = 0 and k = 1. For k = 0 we have from 
(58) that 
For k = 1 we have from (51) that 
= 
I 2 N [ K(si)y ( C K(sj) ds,)] ASi. 
i>j 
As the mesh size of the partition tends to zero, this double sum tends to 
the integral 
T:‘(o) = j”” 
*=a 
[K(s), (s:_, K(t) df)] ds. (62) 
The integral j:= (I K(t) dt is an element of the Lie algebra L, and therefore 
its commutator with K(s) is well defined. It is possible to obtain a similar 
formula for T:,)(O) using (54), etc. 
It is also interesting to obtain formulas for the first few terms H, in the 
expansion H(K(s)) = C,“=, H,(K(s)). It follows from (60), (61), and (62) 
that 
H,(K(s)) = j”” K(s) ds; 
s=ll 
H?(K(s)) =; T;‘(O) (from (51)) 
(63) 
COROLLARY 3. An estimate of the norm H(K(s)): we have that 
I(K(s))l < (l/M) h(z,), where h is the solution of the differential equation 
(dh/dz) = e’(q(h) + fh) with h(0) = 0 and z0 = M 1: [K(s)1 ds (we assume 
s: I&)1 ds < 6). 
Proof. Follows at once from the proof of Theorem 3. 
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FIGURE I 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose that y = y, u . . . u yN, i.e., that y is the union of 
N smaller curves (see Fig. 1). Then there exists 6 > 0 such that if 
Jt /K(s)1 ds < 6 then 
H(Y) = BN(WYN), . . . . MY,)) 
provided the parameter of ‘J traces y, first, y2 second, etc. 
COROLLARY 5. H(y) is independent qf parameterizations which preserve 
order. Consider the curve K(s) in L, a < s < b, and the family of curlles tK(s), 
\chere 0 d t d cc. We have defined the function 
T(t)= T,(t)= lim TN(t) 
iv+x 
and the integral 
s h L tK(s) ds = H(t). 5 = u 
Then the derivative H’(t) = dH(t)/dt E L is well defined (subject to the usual 
restrictions). The value of tbe derivative H’(t) ,for each t is an element in L. 
COROLLARY 6. For all t for which the functions are depned we have 
i.e., 
Proof It has been shown that for all N, 
(64a) 
(64b) 
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where k(ad,) + 4 ad, = (m(ad,Y))) ‘. Then m(adti,V) $k = T, and as N--f co, 
we obtain m(ad,) H’= T, where 
* (-1)” 
m(z)=C---- -. 
n%Jn+l)! 
z”= l-e-’ 
z 
The corollary is proved. 
In an arbitrary finite-dimensional Lie algebra ad, is a matrix. Conse- 
quently, all expressions (ad,)” are matrices. An equivalent form of (64a) is 
7. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section we find an explicit formula for the solution of the 
equation 
in the case that K and X are matrices. The solution is of the form 
X(t) = e L s:, K(s) q(o), 
where L 1; K(s) ds is the new type of integral defined in Theorem 5. It may 
be regarded as the logarithm of the curve in L traced by the function X 
which is the solution of the differential equation. 
The Calculation of T:‘(O) = lim,, 3. T$‘(O) 
We shall make use of the formulas derived in this section in the proofs 
of Theorems 5 and 6 of the previous section, and so no results which 
depend on those theorems can be used in the calculations of this section. 
We assume that 
and consider a partition P= {a=~,< ... <s,=b} of (a, b) of mesh size 
A, i.e., A = max l<i<NAi, Ai=(~i-~i-l). Let XI=K(S5-i+l)AN-i+L. 
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We start from formula (54) and first change it to a more convenient 
form. Note that C:, Cz, . ‘. C$;;-l is equal to 
k! I al. 01 N-j-l! 
a,! (k-cr,)!‘a,! (q-a,)! .‘. c(~-,! (a,pjp,-a,pj)! 
k! 
= (k-r,)! (x,-ccl)! ... (rNpi-, -a,,,. i)! c(,vp,!’ 
Consequently, from (54) we have, for all k 3 0, 
UN--i-, k! . . . 
xN:xo (k-a,)! (Cr,-Cr,)! ..’ (aN-j-1-MN-j)! UN-i! 
The limit as N+ co exists in (65) and the following theorem is obtained 
when the limit is evaluated. 
THEOREM 7. Let K(s), a 6 s d b, be a Riemann integrable curve with 
values in L such that ft / K(s)1 ds < 6. Then the limit may be ulritten in the 
following equivalent w&s for k 2 0: 
(1) T:‘(O) = lim T:‘(O) 
N + ‘K 
=(-l)kk! 
s s 
. . . CK(u, ), CK(u,), 
a<u,< <w+l<h 
...) CMu,), K(u, + 1 )] ...I du, du, ... duk+,, 
. . . . K(u,)], K(zQ+,)] ...I du,,, ... du, du,. 
(66) 
du, du,, 
(66)’ 
(66)” 
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Proof of Theorem 7. First note that (1) =P (3) if the commutators are 
interchanged in pairs starting from the left, and if the names of the 
variables are interchanged. This follows as there are k interchanges and 
each interchange in a commutator yields a factor of (- 1). Also (3) = (2) 
as (2) is just a rewriting of (3). This means that the proof is reduced to 
proving case (I). 
In order to make the proof more transparent, we consider three special 
cases first, and then prove the theorem in full. 
(a) If k=O, then 
T$‘(O)=X$‘+ 5 Xipl (from (54)) 
i=2 
=x,+x2+ -.a +x, 
and it is clear that 
lim 5 XNPi+,=JhK(s)&. 
-l’Oi,l a 
(b) If k = 1 then, recalling the inverse ordering, 
T;'(O)= - 1 - [A',, xi] 
(c) If k = 2, then T’,z’(O) = A + B, where 
It is clear, again using the inverse ordering, that 
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so that it only remains to show that lim, 4O B = 0. Also 
where $(nz, n, j) = 1 if tn = tz and zero otherwise. We have that 
and so the proof is completed for this special case, as Ic/ # 0 only if U, = u?. 
The proof of the general case is based on formula (65). Each term on the 
right side of (65)is a monomial of degree (k + 1) and it can be written in 
the form 
fiC&, 1 [Xl,, c ‘. . cxi, > x, +, 1 . . I, (67) 
where ff depends only on i,, . . . . i, + , and where N3 i, 2 i, 3 3 
lk+, 3 1. These sets of indices (i,, i,, . . . . ik+ ,) may be divided into groups, 
{(i,,...,ik+l):N>i,> ...>ik+l>l). 
= {(i,, . ..) ik+l 1: N3z, >i,> ... >ik+], ‘11 
u {(i,, . . . . i,,,): N>i, =i,> . . . >iktl 3 11, 
{(i I, . . . . i, + , ): N 3 i, 3 iz > i, 2 . . > i, + 1 > 1 > 
={(i ,,..., ik+,):N>il>iz>i3> ... >ik+,>l). 
u ICil ,..., ikfl): N>~~>i,=z,> ... aik+,, > l)., 
etc., so that 
(i ,,..., ik+,):N>i13 ... >ik+,>l) 
=((i ,,..., i,+,):N>i,>i?> ... >i,+,>l] 
!c+2 
u u ((i i,+,):N>i,> ... ,,..., >i,=i,+l> . 3ik+,>1} 
,= I 
=A+k+j2 B,. (68) 
j= 1 
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We now write (65) in the form 
c A(i 1, ...7 ik+l)CXi13 Cxiz, ...3 IX,, x,,+,l ‘.‘I 
(il.....ik+l)EA 
k+2 
+ 1 1 JQil, -3 ik+l)CXi,, CXi?r .-) LX,, xik+,l ..‘I, (69) 
j= 1 (i~....,ik+l)eB, 
and note that &< k!. We have 
li~,,.,,,~,~~B,~(i,;....ik+,)[xj,, [xi*>..., [x&.xik+ll”‘l~ 
<k! 1 ICxi,, lIxjl, ...3 Cx&3 xik+ll “. II’ (70) 
(il,....ik+l)EB, 
RecallthatXi=K(s~Pi+,)d,-,+,, and writing for simplicity K(s~-~+ 1) = xi 
and AN--r+l =a;, we have 
[xi,, [Xi*) ...v Lx,,5 xik+,l “. 1 
= [ATii,, [R,,, . . . . [lu,p K,,,] ‘*.I zi, .‘. dik+l. 
Let C,= {(i,, . . . . ik+l): ~“=i~+~} so that B,cCj, and define 
$i(il, . . . . ik+l)= L 
if ij = ij+ , 
otherwise. 
Equation (70) may be written 
k! 1 ICxi~, Cxiz3 ...t Cxik, xik+,l .” II 
(il...., I’c+,)EB, 
dk! 
N>,,2 2jk+,2, wly ...) ik+1) 
c 
x I CR,, 9 lx,, ..., [Q, Kjk+,] ... II ai1 .” J&+,, 
and as A + 0, this expression converges to (recall the inveise ordering) 
where 
Jlj(U‘? -‘.> %+ 1 )=(:, 
if U~-j+l=u~-(j-l)+l 
otherwise. 
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As $, = 0 almost everywhere with respect to (k + 1) dimensional measure, 
this implies that (70) converges to zero for all j, j = 1, . . . . k + 2. Thus the 
problem of evaluating the limit in (65) is reduced to the problem of 
considering the sum over A in (69). 
For these terms the condition N 3 i, > i, > . . . > i, + , 3 1 implies 
as an examination of (65) shows, as otherwise at least two of the 
indices would coincide. For example, if k- c~i = 2, then ad?>; = 
C-X,, [-X,,.]] and i, = i,. It also follows from (65) that the factor fi 
for the terms of A is given by 
k! 
(k-a,)! (Cf-CQ)! ... (a,~,~,-cc,~,)!r,~,!=k!’ 
This implies that 
(1,....,1 t+,,t.4 mil, ...) ik+ l c )CXi,, CXIZ’ ...? cx,,. xi,+,1 ‘.. 11 
= k! $ c ad?,.,Vad?,.;,m, ... ad?,,(X,_ ,) 
r=2 E.V,E,V -I..... E, 
~yt ... +E,=k 
CT = 0 or 1. 
=k! c ah,, ad-,;, ... ad-,y,k(Xiki,) 
=k! (-l)k c [Xi, 2 cx,z’ ..., LX,, J-&+,1 ... 1 
N>rl>~> ... z-Q+,2 I 
+ k! (- 1 )k ... 
i i‘ 
[K(u,), [K(u~), 
&+l 
“.) [K(Uk),K(Uk+,)l.“l d”, ..’ duk+,, 
and the theorem is proved. 
Remark. Note that 
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6 ... .r J ICK(u,,, CK(u,), . . . . CKt~k)r K(u,c+,)l... II du, ... du,,, Ik+’ 
$Mk I s ... IK(u,)l ... IK(u,+,)l du, ... du,,, 
Ik+’ 
Qkfk[jab ,K(s), dsr” 
so that the integrals are finite. That the iterated integrals exist as Riemann 
integrals follows from the fact that the indefinite integrals are uniformly 
bounded continuous functions. This last fact is not needed, as the integrals 
could be considered as Lebesgue integrals. 
The Main Theorem 
THEOREM 8. For each s, a 6 s < b, assume that K(s) E L and that K(s) is 
a matrix. Assume that the Riemann integral of K exists, and that 
s b (K(s)1 ds<6=b /^M, cl (71) 
Then the differential equation 
dX 
~=K(t)X(t) (72) 
has a solution of the form 
X(t)=eLJLK(s)dsX(a) (73) 
which satisfies (72) at each t for which lim,,, (l/h) s:‘” K(s) ds = K(t), 
where 
Lj’K(s)ds=H(K(s),a<s<t) 
0 
=H,[t]+HJt]+ ... =H[t] 
converges, and {Hi [t] } is uniquely defined by the recursion formulas 
H,[t] = j’K(s) ds, 
a 
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and for n > 1, with T, = H,, 
(n+l)H,+,= Tn+ i 
r=l 
; CHr, Tn-,I 
+Ckz/J c CH,,, C-3 CfLpt T,,.-,I ... 1 . 
pa1 “1, > 0 1 zp < r m, + + ,I,$ = I 
(74) 
where k,,(2p) ! are Bernoulli’s numbers, and for k 2 1, 
or equivalently 
T,Jt]=Tk= ... 
I s 
c ..’ CWu, 1, K(u,)l, 
r>u,s “. OUk,,>U 
. ..> K(uk- ,)I, K(u,)l, K(u,c+, )I du, ... d++, . (75)’ 
Remark. In formula (75) the region of integration is the closed simplex 
Ak+’ c iWkfl, where 
Ak+‘={u~iWkf’, u=(u,,...,~~+,)and tau,> . . . >~,+,>a). 
(see Fig. 2). Formulas (75) and (75)’ may also be written using right 
brackets, yielding a right bracket version. 
Proof of Theorem 8. The proof of Theorem 8 follows from Theorem 7 
and formula (60). We have used the notation Tk = Tk[t] = T,([a, t])= 
(l/k!) T’:‘(O) as the sequence {TJt] ] may be defined by (75). It is 
necessary, however, to check that 
x(f) = eLSA Kcs)d’X(a) = eHC’IX(,) 
satisfies (71), or what is the same thing, that 
lim $ [eHCr+hl - eHCrl] X(a) = K(t) eH[‘IX(a). 
h - X’ 
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a k = 0: A’ = (ul : b > u, 2 a) - 
a Ul b 
b k=l: A’=((u1,u2): b>ul>uz>a) 
a UI b 
C k=2: A”=((u~,u~,u~): b>u,>u,>u,>a) 
FIGURE 2 
Since 
the desired result follows from the fact that 
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as may be verified from the uniformity in 11 of convergence for H[t + h] 
and thus of B,. 
Remark. It is well known in the theory of ordinary differential equa- 
tions that if K(t) commutes with 1: K(s) ds then the solution of (71) has the 
form 
as may easily be checked by direct calculation. The general formulas 
(72)-(74) immediately yield this result since [K(r), s: K(s) ds] = 0 imply 
7’,=0 for k3 1 (see (74)), so that H=H,=~~K(s)ds. 
It is useful to have an estimate for the norm of the solution (73) of 
Eq. (74). Theorem 9 gives a formal statement of such an estimate. See also 
Corollary 4 of Theorem 6. 
THEOREM 9. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 8 we have 
(b) ,x(t), = le@(.Udsl ~,lllhl)h(Mj:lA-(s)ld.~), 
where A4 is the constant such that 1 [X, Y] 1 6 MJXI 1 YI for all X, YE L and 
h(z) is the solution of the scalar equation 
with h(O)=0 and q(h)= 1 +C,“=, Ik,,l h”‘, where k,,(2p)! are Bernoulli’s 
numbers. 
LEMMA 11. 
Proof of Lemma 11. An immediate consequence of the remark 
following Theorem 7. 
Proof of Theorem 9 (see Corollary 4 of Theorem 6 and Step 3 at the end 
of Section 4). We have that 
M)7,‘88<‘?-9 
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using induction, as in the proof of Lemma 8, and we also have that 
as in the proof of Theorem 3, and (a) is proved. Part (b) follows 
immediately from (a), and the theorem is proved. 
A Generalization to Homogeneous Manifolds 
A homogeneous space V is a space of left cosets of a Lie group G 
modulo a closed subgroup P, i.e., I/= G/P. Each Lie group is a special case 
of a homogeneous space, for example, by taking P= (I}, although there 
are other more interesting ways of considering Lie groups as homogeneous 
spaces in general. We consider the case in which G is finite dimensional, so 
that the theory developed applies without difficulty. Note that G is 
naturally represented as a transformation T,, g E G with T, : V + V defined 
by 
T,(hP) = ghP. 
Consider an element K E L, L the Lie algebra of G. We may regard K as 
defining an infinitely small transformation on V, T,+cK. Since each vector 
field on V can be interpreted as an ordinary differential equation, 
d = K(u), 
where K(u) is the value of the vector field of K at the point u E V, so that 
K(o) E T, V. The solutions of the equation c(t) = K(u(t)) are trajectories on 
the manifold V. 
Assume that K(s) is a smooth curve in L, the Lie algebra of G. Then for 
each s we obtain a vector field K(s, u) on V, and the following differential 
equation: 
do(f) - = K(t, u(t)). 
dt (76) 
THEOREM 10. Assume that 1: IK(s)l ds < 6. Then the solution of (76) has 
the form 
u(t)=e L ILK(S) “(u(a)), 
where eL~~K(s’ds is, for each t, an element of G and thus eLJiK(s)ds(u(a)) 
denotes 
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the action of the transformation representing eLI:K(J’dr on v(a)E V. The 
formulas for L ji K(s) ds are (74) arid (75). 
Proof of Theorem 10. Follows at once from Theorem 8, as it is just the 
representation of G which has changed. 
8. THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE DISCRETE AND CONTINUOUS CASES 
OF THE MAIN THEOREM. GEOMETRICAL MEANING OF 
THEOREM 7 FOR STEP FWWTIONS 
In this section we fix our attention on the following natural question: 
what form does the basic formulas (66), (66)‘, (66)” assume when the 
function K(s) is a step function? It is intuitively clear that the formulas 
must reduce to (65), the formulas for the discrete case. It is our goal in this 
section to establish this. The plan is as follows. 
(a) We prove that in the case of a step-function K(s) the continuous 
formula (67) transforms into the discrete formula (65); 
(b) As a consequence, we obtain an interesting geometrical inter- 
pretation of the discrete formula (65) and, in particular, of the geometrical 
meaning of the coefficients k!/(k-cr,)! (a, -xx)! ... (clN_;)! in formula 
(65). 
Consider the function K(s), a 6s~ b, which has jumps at the points 
a < si < s2 < . . . < s, < b, where I < s (Fig. 3) and represent the function 
K(s) in slightly different drawings (Figs. 4, 5). Then we can consider 
the subdivision of the region of definition of the function F (namely, the 
simplex d k + i ) into the sum of polyhedra 8, (Fig. 6), which are defined by 
K(a) 
L 
FIGURE 3 
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a = 90 31 32 31 b = SI+I 
FIGURE 4 
hyperplanes corresponding to the points a < si < . . . < s, < 6. The function 
F is defined as 
F(u 1, ...> u/r+ 1) = [K(%), CW4 .“? cm&J> K(u,+ ,)I ..’ I. (77) 
The union of the polyhedra 8, is the (k + 1) dimensional cube, and the 
function F defined by (77) is smooth in the interior of 8, and has jumps on 
its boundary, Fig. 6 is a picture for k = 1 (there Ak+’ = A’). 
Now consider the case when K is a step function, so that K is constant 
between jump points. In that case, (77) shows that F is constant in the inte- 
rior of each 8, and has a jump as the boundary is crossed from one 8, to 
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91 92 SI 
FIGURE 6 
an adjacent O,,. Assume for simplicity that a = s,, <s, < . . < s, < s,+ , = b 
and that di = si - si-, , i = 1, . . . . I+ 1 is independent of i, and in fact assume 
that Ai= 1. It will be clear that the calculations do not depend in an essen- 
tial way on this assumption. In this case, Fig. 7 represents the subdivision 
of Ak+‘. Each polyhedron 8, which is completely contained in Ak+’ is 
isomorphic to a unit cube, and each polyhedron 0, which is not completely 
81 32 JI 
FICURE 7 
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contained in Akfl is isomorphic to a part of a unit cube, the part which 
remains after the removal of parts cut off by the hyperplanes which form 
the boundary of A” + ‘. 
THEOREM 11. Zf K(s) is a step function as described, then (66) transforms 
to (65). 
Proof of Theorem 11. The function F defined in (77) is constant on 
each 8,. 
(a) Consider first the case k = 1, Ak+’ = A2 (see Fig. 7). Then, 
assuming K is left continuous, 
Tz)(O)=(from (66))=[ CK(u, 1, K(uz)l du, duz Lf2=(b>u,>u22”) 
= 1 [K,, K,] area 8,, + 1 
N>i>j>l N>i=jal 
[Ki, K,] (kareat),). 
That the first term has the factor area 8, and the second, when i = j, has 
the factor $eii may be seen from Figs. 7 and 8. It therefore follows that 
T:‘(O)= C CKi, K,] +i C [Ki, Kil 
N>i>jBI Nai>l 
= C CKi, Kjl, 
I I 
I I 
1 I 
I I 
I 1 
I I --- _- I_ 
‘. ‘.:.‘. .;.. ._._.’ 
1.’ 0, =e,, . . ..I. 
_‘. 
., _’ 
p 
'. .,.i>j .,I' 
:. .',.._. :: 
:_ .,_ .;;. 
'(. 
:; 
----- 
; (i,j) I- 
1 
I 
I area=1 I I 
1 I 
/ 
,’ 
/ 
1’ 
-_--- 
FIGURE 8 
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since [K,, Ki] = 0. If we now use the fact that the inverse order is used in 
defining the integral, we obtain 
q’(O)= 1 CK,K,l= - c CX,,X,l 
NZi>./>l N2,>/>1 
which agrees with (65). 
(b) Consider next the case k=2, so that A”+’ = A’ (see Fig. 9) so 
that the two faces B and C of A3 are defined by the equations B = (u, = u2) 
and C = (u2 = uJ) (see Fig. 10). Again assume that K has been chosen left 
continuous. Enumerate the polyhedra which intersect A3 using the integer 
coordinates of their left lower front vertex so that we write 
(see Figs. 11, 12, and 13). 
FIGURE 10 
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case A 
e,,i,t, 
FIGURE 11 
Each polyhedron Oilizij which is totally embedded in A3 is a standard unit 
cube of volume = 1 (Fig. 11). Here i, > i, > i,. 
Each polyhedron 8, i2ij, where i, = iz, intersects the boundary face B 
(Fig. 12) and has volume = $. Each polyhedron eiiiziz, where i, = i,, inter- 
sects the boundary face B (Fig. 12) and has volume = i. Each polyhedron 
O,, j2i2, where iz = i,, intersects the boundary face C (Fig. 13) and also has 
volume = i. 
Consider the integral (66)” 
case B 
FIGURE 12 
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case C 
------- 
(il,h,il) 
iz = i3 
: I 
1 
vol = - 
2 
FIGURE 13 
FIGURE 14 
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Because the function F(U) is a step function (see above), the integral 
TC2’(0) transforms to the sum 0 
z=2 1 F(8,).vol8, 
if&: 
where [[EL,,, Q], Ki,] is the value of the function F(U) at the point 
(i 1, i,, i3), which is the indicated vertex of the polyhedron 8, (see above). 
The integral may be written in the form I= A + B + C, where 
A=2 2 F(8,)vol8,, 
H, of type A 
(Fig. 11) 
B=2 c F(‘(8,)vol0,, 
f), of type E 
(Fig. 12) 
c=2 1 1;(8,)vol8,. 
0% of type c 
(Fig. 13) 
This implies that 
A=2 c CCEC,,, Ki*1t K;31 ’ l, because vol 6, izit = 1; 
N 2 il > i2 > q > 1 
B=2 c [CK,, &,I, K,l.;, 
N>i,>q>l 
because vol 8i,i,l, = i; 
c=2 C 
N>i,>iz>l 
iICKi,T Kj119 Kil1 -if because vol 8, i2 i2 = i. 
But B = 0, because [K, , K;,] = 0 and we have 
I=A+C=2 1 lICKi,, Ki*l, Ki,l 
NZri>i?zijSl 
This formula agrees wit (54)“’ 
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which is formula (65) for k = 2. Thus Theorem 11 is proved in the case 
k = 2. 
Note that in writing I= A + B + C we counted certain of the polyhedra 
twice, those along the line of intersection of B and C. That this apparently 
incorrect procedure gives the right answer follows because the function 
which is being summed has the value zero there (the reason that C = 0). 
(c) Arbitrary k, so that the simplex is A’ + ‘. Denote the polyhedra 0, 
which are completely contained in A’+ ’ by 0,. Denote that part of the 
polyhedron which is contained in Ah + ’ among those 0, which intersect 
A’+’ but are not totally contained in Ak+ ’ by 0, (Fig. 14). We let 
so that 
I=k! 
J 
F(u) du 
&i I 
=k! j 
A’ 
F(u)du+k!j F(u)du=A+B 
B’ 
= k! 1 F(8,) vol(dfl) + k! c F(0,) vo1(8,.). 
A B’ 
The sum 
k ! 1 F( 0,) vol(8J 
A’ 
=k! c CR,,, c-3 D=&, %,+,I ... 1 .Y>i,> .. >,~*,a1 
which is the sum A from (69). 
The sum 
B=k! c CR,,, L-... CR,, &+,] ...I v01(8;,,~ ;k) 
B’ 
corresponds to the boundary polyhedra and therefore may be decomposed 
into parts corresponding to the interior faces of Ak + I. The volumes of the 
part cut from these by the faces of Ak+ ’ are equal to 
(k-a,)! ... (a,-,+-a, ,)!a,_j! 
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in (65) depending on the face. We have therefore a geometrical interpreta- 
tion of these coefficients. 
COROLLARY 1. In the discrete case when the function K(s), a f s <b is a 
step function (i.e., constant except for a finite number of jumps), the integral 
(66) transforms into the following sum: 
T’“‘(O) = A + B, cc where 
A=k! c C ... CK(Si,L K(s,)I, ...) K(sik)l, K(sik+,)I, 
N>r,> “‘>ik+121 
where sl, s2, . . . . slk+, are the jump-points of the function K(s) in the interval 
a<s<b; 
x C ... CK(si,L KbiJl+ . . . . Kb,)l> Kkk+,l> 
where there exists at least one linear relation between the indices i, , . . . . i, + , 
(at least one pair of neighboring indices coincide). The v~l(O~,,...,~~~,) can be 
expressed in terms of the coefficients k!/(k-a,)! (a,-~,)! ... (a,-,)! 
from (65). 
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